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?Bradley Fitch has it all. A suave job, a gigantic trust fund, and an accent that makes panties drop faster than
the speed of light. His new life in New York City is fast-paced and furious, but it's nothing a little getaway
can't cure.

What says party and unwind like Las Vegas? Nothing. Plus, whatever happens there has to stay there.

When his best friend bails, he finds himself sitting on the plane next to his best friend's sister.

She’s off-limits—proverbial caution tape wrapped around her body. Of course, she’s also totally ball busting
gorgeous.

Lexi Quinn fell in love with Bradley at eight years old and then vowed to kill him at eight and a half. What
was supposed to be a romantic week away is turning into a nightmare. Her ex is actually married, her
luggage is lost, and her reservation is cancelled. And she's sitting next to the man she swore to hate forever

One week. No strings attached. What is the worst that could happen?

It's all fun and games till this British bad boy gives new meaning to BBC and becomes a little bit too cheeky.
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From Reader Review Cheeky for online ebook

Corina☞BookTwinsReviews says

4.5 stars

This book was so much FUN to read!!!

Really!! Easy, light hearted, sexy and steamy FUN!

A novella that left me wanting MORE. I really enjoyed ?Bradley and Lexi's sexcapades in Vegas. The
famous saying 'what happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas' definitely worked for them. But of course after their
week of no-strings fun Bradley and Lexi had grown closer and feelings suddenly made everything so much
more complicated.

It was already complicated from the very beginning because dear Lexi was Bradley's best friend's younger
sister - oops!!!! He knew what was eventually coming if he started anything with Lexi, but that didn't change
his mind - as soon as they acknowledged their attraction there was NO going back.

And the attraction had simmered for quite a while.

Lexi had been carrying a torch for him ever since she was eight years old. And Bradley didn't fare much
better. PERFECT MATCH!!!!

Lexi being the forbidden fruit made this book so much more tantalizing, exhilarating and fun to read. And
let's not forget the explosive chemistry between them. There was NO doubt that they ended up having fun in
Vegas. I just wasn't prepared for the steamy and naughty times that Lexi came up with.

Absolutely CHEEKY that girl :D

I can only recommend this novella. It was the perfect blend of fun and sexy times. Fantastic choice for
something easy and light hearted. Another wonderful read by Natasha Madison!!

For more of my reviews:
My Blog: Happily Ever After
Facebook Blog Page
Twitter
Subscribe to Blog



Sabrina says

Get it here:
Amazon US

Cheeky was an intriguing and funny story that had my full attention. The characters fell into an easy
relationship with one another and they were steaming up the sheets in no time. I loved how they were
together and that Bradley was so posessive with Lexi. These two are some of my favorite characters from
Ms. Madison and I see many re-reads in my future.

Shayna says

I'm becoming absolutely ADDICTED to Natasha Madison's brand of romantic comedy! I just want to be
inside her head when she is creating such wonderful, hilarious, and lovable characters. CHEEKY is sweet,
sexy, funny, and yes, you guessed it...absolutely cheeky!

CHEEKY is part of the IMPERFECT LOVE Kindle World, which is a new series featuring strong alpha
heroes and the beautiful women they begin to see in a brand new light. It's a partnership with the amazing
Kendall Ryan and nine other bestselling authors. Cheeky is the first one that I've read from this series, and
my what a GREAT start it was!

 "You...you wanted to kiss me?"

"I wanted to do a lot more than kiss you. I would have given my last breath to taste you just once."

I feel like Natasha Madison isn't afraid of anything when she writes her stories. You can tell she holds
nothing back and gives the readers exactly what they want. There is hilarious and witty banter, awkward and
sweet situations, and of course plenty of SEXY TIMES to be had.

If you are looking for a sweet, sexy, laugh-out-loud romance, then pick up CHEEKY and immerse yourself
into the comedic world that is Natasha Madison. Lose yourself for a little while and get your sexy on with
CHEEKY!

Rebecca says

Bradley Fitch and Lexi Quinn have known each other for almost all of their lives; as Lexi’s brother’s best
friend, Bradley has always seen her as “Bratty Little Lexi,” but when a twist of fate and a menagerie of
mishaps forces them to share a room in Vegas for a week, it doesn’t matter how many times Bradley keeps
chanting that Lexi is his “best friend’s little sister” because when Lexi offers him a week of shagging, it’s an



offer he can’t refuse.

Bradley and Lexi’s novella illustrates how just one week can exponentially change people’s lives. Bradley
and Lexi’s time together was only supposed to be a vacation fling, but it’s clear in how they interact and still
crave each other that there’s no way they can separate this dream of a week with the reality that awaits them
back in New York because feelings have a way of factoring into the equation regardless of how hard people
try to avoid them.

Natasha Madison definitely knows how to write romantic comedy, and her latest story for the Imperfect
Love world showcases her ability to provide a balance of witty comments, laughable moments, and sizzling
scenes. Bradley and Lexi have one heck of a week in Vegas; she's definitely not the bratty girl he remembers
and watching him come undone by her and her sexuality and beauty made this short romantic comedy an
enjoyable read!

4.5 Poison Apples (The Fairest of All Book Reviews)

Emma says

I was so excited to learn that Sterling's (The Fix Up) little sister (Lexi) and best friend (Bradley) got their
own story. Even better they got a story together!!!!!

Lexi has recently discovered that she has been completely duped by a married douche-bag; determined to
make the best of a bad situation she decides to go on the Vegas trip they had planned together, and maybe
enjoy a rebound fling as a side benefit.

Unfortunately, nothing goes according to plan. Fate places Lexi on the same flight to Vegas as her brothers
best friend and teenage crush, Bradley. A number of disasters lead to Lexi sharing Bradley's rather
sumptuous room *waggles eyebrows* With little space between them there is no stopping the riot of
hormones from taking control of their vacation. What is the worse that could happen with a weeks no-strings
attached fun. Well they could rekindle every emotion they had ever had between them and make Lexi and
Bradley confront their true feelings for each other. Unfortunately, only one half of the dynamic duo is mature
enough to be able to deal with the emotions that are threatening to engulf them.

Everything just sort of clicks for Lexi and Bradley, I really liked the way in which Bradley is able to pull his
head from his bottom to ensure they reach a happily ever after they both deserve.

I have to mention I particularly enjoyed the description of alcohol induced superpowers - dancing
queen/superstar/karate kid/ninja to name but a few.

Snow says

Awww

A girl got stood up, broken up with the bastard of her ex, decides to take the previously booked trip to Vegas



to have a break from it all...
What she doesnt expect is to have lost her luggage, her ex canceling the hotel reservation, and for her to meet
her savior-Bradley Fitch, her big brother's best friend and also a guy she 's been secretly pinning over since
she was eight!

But she's far from being a little girl now and her personality is a sassy twist of chirpy and bold and Bradley
has no chance against her.

They agree to have a sex filled- no attachment week- what happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas- kinda fling!

And as you can guess, they realize that they both started that way and ended up falling deep!

Cheeky on their both accounts?!

Hell yes, and it worked perfectly for them, I m sure it will work as perfect for you too, as you ll enjoy in this
hilariously funny, steamy and sexy rom com from the pen of Natasha Madison!

Kathleen R. says

Title: Cheeky
Author: Natasha Madison

 4 unexpected stars

Possibly one of my favorites from all of the Kindle World Novellas, taking me out of the Tate & Cane scene,
it was the quick read that made me regret not having gotten my hands on this author's previous novels as i
laughed like no other, connected with the characters and want to dig into more of this author's books. This
story had it all - humor, sexiness, banter aplenty and strong characters that make you forget that it's a novella.

*ARC provided by Author in exchange for an honest review. Reviewed by Kathleen, The Small Girl from A
small girl, her man and her books
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Maddy's Reading says

What happens in Vegas…stays in Vegas
This best friend’s sister romance was just that…so much hotness!!!
I loved Bradley and Lexi. He is cocky, sexy and handsome. She is feisty, smart and cheeky. Lexi had a crush
on Bradley when she was young so this was the perfect opportunity to make her fantasies come true. They
decide to have a fling during their stay in Vegas and it was HOT!!
Inspite of the forbidden aspect, there was little drama in the end. Loved the whole experience.
*~*~*ARC generously provided by the author in exchange of an honest review*~*~*

Diane (Books and Tequila Blog) says

Cheeky is such a fun story! Lexi's trip to Vegas almost turned into her worst nightmare, but a chance meeting
with her brother's childhood best friend changes the game completely!

“The only saving grace of this whole debacle was that I got to see you, and”—she lets out a little laugh—“ I
think I’m finally over you breaking my eight-year-old heart.” She walks up to me. “I’m no longer wishing
erectile dysfunction, incurable halitosis, or hairy moles on your face.” She pats my face with her hand while I
smile at her."

Bradley is really such a sweet and caring Hero! He definitely proves that our alphas don't have to be jerks to
make us love them!!

“I love her,” I tell him. “With everything I have. She weaved her way into my heart and she’s staying there.”
He looks at me while I continue, “I want to make her smile every single day,"

A quick easy read that is packed with so much sexiness that my kindle may have overheated!!



AJ says

4 'What happens in Vegas…' stars

Natasha Madison has become an auto-buy author for me, and I loved this fun, quick and sexy read. It’s a
brother’s best friend / childhood crush romance, and I’m always a sucker for this storyline, and in such a
short book, Madison has managed to create a chemistry-filled, realistic love story that had me laughing out
loud and fanning myself at the hotness. It's a great read.

This novella ties into Kendall Ryan’s Imperfect Love series (Bradley is best friend of Sterling from The Fix
Up, and Lexi is his sister). I haven’t read that series, and I was completely ok with reading this as a
standalone. But if you have read that series, then I guess that will make this book even more fun.

Lexi Quinn and Bradley Fitch have known each other since childhood. He was the best friend of her older
brother, Sterling, and she has been in love with him since she was 8 years old. He was 16 at the time and
broke her heart with his lack of interest, and she’s held it against him ever since. Now they both find
themselves on the way to Vegas for a week, and they’ve both been stood up by the friends they were
planning on travelling with. When Lexi’s vacation plans completely fall apart, Bradley gallantly offers to
step up, and offers to share his room with her for the week.

This book is written in dual POV so we get to see exactly what is going on with both Lexi and Bradley, and I
loved it! The spark is there from the moment they lay eyes on each other, and the banter and flirting is so
much fun. They haven’t seen each other for a while, but all of Lexi’s young fantasies come thundering back,
and Bradley gets to see just how much Lexi has grown up.

First and foremost, I have to say how much I loved these characters. They are both confident and funny, and
their capacity to get silly and have fun together was a delight to read.

“You tried to do ninja moves in the elevator. Thank God, there wasn’t enough room for you to
get a good running start. You were convinced you could run up the wall and do one of those
flips.” I shake my head and chuckle at the memory of her running face first into the wall. I
think it’s best if I leave that little detail out, though.

And the dynamic between them is fantastic! Blending in perfectly with their friendship and the fun they have
together, they are both completely open and honest with each other about their attraction. They want each
other, badly, and it’s only a matter of time before the sexual tension becomes all too much.

I walk over to her, cupping her face in my hands, and whisper, “I wanted to do a lot more than
kiss you. I would have given my last breath to taste you just once.” I smile while my thumbs
move on her cheeks. “Granted, I had no blood left in my brain to aid in the decision-making
process since it was all in my cock.”

So they agree to one week, no strings and no limits - the chance to act on the chemistry that simmers
between them, and to get a little bit freaky while doing so.



“Well, I don’t want you to go all Christian Grey, red-room-of-pain on me where I’d need a
safe word or anything. But a spank here and there and some hair pulling while you’re fucking
me hard and fast could be hot.” I nod my head as I continue, “Oh, yeah, I’m thinking I would
really get off on that.” I grab a bottle of water from the bucket sitting on the table. “Have you
ever done anal?”

So freaking funny, and at the same time this book is SO freaking hot! The sex is explicit with a heap of dirty
talk and a little bit of kink, and it shows the connection between Lexi and Bradley right from the start. Their
passion for each other is all-consuming, and combined with the sweet moments and the genuine fun they
have with each other, they unexpectedly begin to build something special that neither of them expected.

But what will happen when their week comes to an end?

This was a really fun read. It’s sweet, sexy, laugh-out-loud funny and low on angst and drama. And for such
a short book it’s really well paced. The storyline isn’t an original one, and yes, we all know how it’s going to
end up, but the journey to get there was a wildly entertaining ride (the brother’s-best-friend aspect is all kinds
of awkward, but so freaking funny, and I loved the interactions with Lexi's best friend) and I loved watching
it play out.

“I love her … With everything I have. She weaved her way into my heart and she’s staying
there.”

There's an epilogue which finishes everything off beautifully, and I finished this one with a bit smile on my
face.

4 stars.

Alex ? says

[
I like sexually experienced and NOT shy heroines.
And this one was NOT shy *lol*
But she came across as needy. As if she threw herself on him *cough cough*

I don’t quite get the whole big-brother-friend trope and don’t understand why is little-sister-is-off-limits-
because-you-are-not-good-enough-for-her –> why? Then choose your friends wisely!

I didn’t like male protagonist much :-((( As I understood he was a big “player” in the past/present.
And he definitely seemed to b



Courtney says

This really was a cheeky read - pun intended. Cheeky is part of the Imperfect Love Kindle World that has
partnered with Kendall Ryan and many fabulous authors including Natasha.

Cheeky was my second book by Natasha Madison and quite different from the one I read previously, but I
still enjoyed this book a lot. I really liked the entire story line and the characters - Lexi and Blake paired very
well together.

Lexi and Blake have known each other since they were kids. Lexi had her kid crush on Blake, but she never
allowed herself to wallow in dreams of them ever being something more. Bradley knew Lexi was off limits
so to ever assume anything more could come between them was just something he never allowed himself to
think about. They are no older and settled in their lives and jobs. And when they agree to this one week of no
strings attached fun - they both know nothing more will become of it. HA!!

First off, let me tell you that Natasha can write some sexy sex scenes. And foreplay - WOAH!! GEEZUS!! I
love how she wrote Lexi - that girl owns her sexuality and has no qualms about it. She is confident in her
body, herself and what she can do for a man. That alone is just sexy. And Blake has no problems with it
either - I think that just stokes the fire in him even more. Lexi is definitely not what he expects and that just
makes everything all the more enjoyable.

If you are looking for a steamy, sexy read with some built in humor and a little sweet romance, this book is
for you. It's an extremely quick read and has all the right components for a great, hot read. I highly
recommend this read for anyone who loves romance!!

Tijuana *Book Twins Reviews* says

4.5 Stars
My first Natasha Madison read was a blast! It was laugh out loud funny and beyond sexy. The perfect mix of
witty one liners and panty soaking steamy scenes.

"I think she's the one."
"The one?" I question him. "The one for what? Anal?"

I literally spit water across the room when I read that!

If you're a fan of comedy mixed in with smoking hot romance, this one is definitely for you. It's funny, sexy
as hell, and so much fun. I enjoyed both main characters. I'm always down for a sexy British accent! It's a
mix of forbidden romance and laugh out loud comedy. It's what I imagine the perfect Vegas trip to be.

I recommend it to fans of novellas, witty banter, and laugh out loud shenanigans!



Sarah - Musings of the Modern Belle says

***AVAILABLE NOW - FULL REVIEW***

5 Cheeky Crowns

This is my first book (novella) from Natasha Madison, and it won't be my last. It was sexy fun, and
entertaining from the very first chapter.

While I loved Bradley (he is British, well endowed, and sexy as heck), my real love of this book is Lexi!!
This heroine owns every ounce of her sexuality, she states what she wants with no embarrassment, and she is
making it on her own in NYC. She is my favorite type of heroine.

The chemistry between these two is fantastic on all levels, and Natasha Madison does an excellent job
establishing a believable connection between these two in such a short amount of time.

Once again, novellas are hit or miss for me, because I often feel like I'm being dropped into a story or there
isn't enough character or plot development, but Cheeky is perfect. The romance and connection is authentic,
and the story line develops in a way that moves quickly while still giving credibility to the budding romance.

I loved this novella so much that I will certainly be checking out the other books written by Natasha
Madison. If she can make me love Bradley and Lexi in 14 chapters, then I can only imagine what a full novel
would do.
------------------
ARC received in exchange for an honest review.

For more reviews and other book news, check out Musings of the Modern Belle at
www.modernbellebooks.com.

Tania's Book Blog says

Lmao!!!!! These two were hilarious and did things so different.

Bradley was Lexi's brother best friend and they've known each other forever. They ran into each other again
on their way to Vegas and they sat next to each other on the plane and were catching up with each other all
thru the flight. There was always an attraction but Bradley never wanted to pursue her because of his best
friend.

While in Vegas they hang out and Lexi proposes a week of hot sex which Bradley couldn't resist. They
enjoyed each other and what happens in Vegas stays in Vegas except that Bradley didn't want that.

When they got back to reality they continued their relationship and the way her brother found out was
hilarious!!!!! I enjoyed these two shenanigans and enjoyed both epilogues.



I voluntarily accepted an advanced reader copy of this book.


